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Next Call for Proposals
Deadline: March 15, 2015
Hiukkasen valoa – raising public awareness
On the 26th of September 2014, the
Accelerator Laboratory opened its doors
to the general public. During 6 hours
1150 people visited the Laboratory which
was filled with interactive activities,
presentations, lectures and many visual
effects. In collaboration with the Jyväskylä –
City of Light project and famous light artist
Kari Kola the K130 cyclotron was presented
in a magical festival of light and sound.
The interactive LHC tunnel and proton
football in particular were a real hit amongst
young visitors. The event, organized by
Janne Pakarinen and Philippos Papadakis,
was a great success thanks to the valuable
contribution of all enthusiastic volunteers.

Above: The K130 cyclotron was presented
in a magical festival of light and sound
designed by a famous light artist, Kari
Kola.
Left:Young visitors doing collider
experiments in the interactive LHC
tunnel.
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Philippos Papadakis has started working as a Marie
Curie Research Fellow at JYFL
Philippos Papadakis started working as
a Marie Curie Research Fellow at JYFL in
February 2015. He will be working together
with the nuclear spectroscopy and IGISOL
groups. His project “Investigation of
proton-rich nuclei using novel techniques”
is focused on studies of proton-rich nuclei
with the MARA separator as well as the
construction of a gas cell to be employed
at the focal plane of MARA. The gas cell
will be used to stop, thermalize and extract
fusion-evaporation residues which can be
studied through laser ionization, decay
spectroscopy and mass measurements to
extract nuclear properties.

MARA raring to
go
Väisälä Prize awarded to Paul
Greenlees
yearly to one to three researchers in the
active phase of their careers who have
already gained recognition. Paul shared the
prize with Professor Mikko Salo from the
Department of Mathematics, a rare double
for the University.

The heart and soul of the Nuclear
Spectroscopy group's new vacuum-mode
mass spectrometer MARA, the electrostatic
deflector, has been successfully conditioned
to 450 kV (+/- 225 kV) across the gap. After
this, the deflector was held at 400 kV, where
it was stable for 92 h. With the focal plane
detector setup and data acquisition now
ready to go, MARA will soon get to prove
its performance in alpha source tests, which
will be followed by a commissioning run
later in the year.

Funding for a helium ion microscope

The Finnish Academy of Science and
Letters has awarded the 2014 Väisäla Prize
to Professor Paul Greenlees for his work
on the structure and stability of heavy and
superheavy elements. The prize is awarded

A joint proposal to the Academy
of Finland between the Department of
Physics and the Department of Biological
and Environmental Science to establish
a Helium Ion Microscopy Centre for
Interdisciplinary Materials Research (HIM)
was awarded a FIRI infrastructure grant of
1.25 M€. The functionality of HIM is close
to that of a scanning electron microscope

but with He ions one can reach well below 1
nm resolution, image insulating samples and
mill materials. In JYFL there will be users
both from the Accelerator Laboratory and
the NanoScience Center. The microscope
is expected to be operational by the end
of 2015 and it will be located in the NSC
clean room.
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Ge detectors for low-energy γ
spectroscopy at IGISOL-4
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SPEDE
successfully
commissioned

The feasibility study of the SPEDE
spectrometer in-beam was successful.
SPEDE does not suffer from the background
arising from the beam-target collisions. Few
minor developments are foreseen before
its transportation to HIE-ISOLDE, CERN,
in June.

Fig. 2: Five low-energy Ge detectors from
the University of Warsaw complemented
with two 70% Ge detectors from IGISOL
mounted together in an octagonal
frame around the implantation point of
JYFLTRAP.
Spectroscopy of γ- rays emitted
from excited nuclear states is crucial for
investigating the structure of atomic nuclei
– the miniscule building blocks of the
surrounding world. Low-energy γ- rays
usually remain undetected due to their
extensive attenuation in matter, including
that related to our own detection systems.
High-resolution germanium detectors,
equipped with a low-Z material (carboncomposite) thin entrance window came
from the University of Warsaw. Such
detectors are capable of registering γ
quanta at energies well below 10 keV and
can measure up to 2 MeV. An excellent
energy resolution of 0.4 keV for about
6 keV γ-rays is shown in Fig. 1, which
presents a spectrum emitted from a 55Fe
calibration source. High detection efficiency
at low energies will considerably increase
the possibilities of post-trap spectroscopy
studies, especially for complex spectra of
exotic, odd nuclei.
The IGISOL-4 + JYFLTRAP system
delivers monoisotopic beams of exotic,
neutron-rich nuclei, produced as fission
fragments. The study of low-energy γ-rays
allows one to identify the heads of high-spin
bands and single-particle configurations
in the β-decaying fission fragments as
well as determining internal conversion
coefficients. Mounting several detectors in
an octagonal frame, see Fig. 2, enables the
additional measurement of γ-ray angular
correlations. The new low-energy detectors
were successfully applied on-line using
fission fragment monoisotopic beams from
JYFLTRAP in both octagonal and close
geometry in February 2015.

Fig. 1 Gamma spectrum of 55Fe source.

FET-OPEN project “nuClock” successful in
Horizon 2020
JYFL, led by I.D. Moore, is part of
a consortium of six leading European
research groups covering specialized
expertise in the fields of atomic and nuclear
physics, quantum optics, metrology, as
well as detector- and laser technology, in
a new proposal to develop a nuclear clock
based on a unique low-energy nuclear
transition in 229Thorium. On 2 March
2015, the “nuClock” consortium received
notification from the EU that the application

to the Future and Emerging Technologies
(FET-OPEN) call in Horizon 2020 was
successful. The collaboration will focus on
two objectives: (i) to find clear evidence
of the isomeric transition and to measure
its frequency, and (ii) to develop all key
components required for the operation of a
nuclear clock. With an approximate success
rate of 4% in 2015, the consortium will be
funded with the full 4M€ requested for a
duration of 4 years.
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Next Call for Proposals
Deadline: March 15, 2015
The next deadline for submission of
proposals and letters of intent is March
15, 2015. Proposals should include an
abstract/summary. A justification of
the beam time requested, based on crosssections, detector efficiencies, etc. should
be given. If a proposal is the continuation

of an existing experimental program at the
JYFL Accelerator Laboratory, a summary of
the status of the project should be included.
Proposals and letters of intent should be sent
(preferably as a postscript or pdf file) to the
Program Advisory Committee secretary
Mikael Sandzelius (address: see below)

and include the Proposal Summary Sheet
mailed with this Newsletter. This form is
also available from the JYFL WWW-pages.
You are encouraged to contact anyone in the
Contact List at the end of this Newsletter for
more information.

How to contact us:
Name

Ari Jokinen
Juha Uusitalo
Paul Greenlees
Pauli Heikkinen
Mikael Sandzelius
Iain Moore
Wladyslaw Trzaska
Ari Virtanen
Timo Sajavaara
Hannu Koivisto
Arto Lassila
Jaana Kumpulainen

Responsibility

Scientific Director,
IGISOL
RITU
γ- and e--spectroscopy
Technical Director
Beam-time schedule,
PAC secretary
Laser spectroscopy
HENDES, LSC, dE/dx
Applications
Accelerator-based materials
physics
ECR ion sources
Control system
Radiation safety

e-mail

ari.s.a.jokinen@jyu.fi

juha.uusitalo@jyu.fi
paul.greenlees@jyu.fi
pauli.heikkinen@jyu.fi
mikael.sandzelius@jyu.fi
iain.d.moore@jyu.fi
wladyslaw.h.trzaska@jyu.fi
ari.virtanen@jyu.fi
timo.sajavaara@jyu.fi
hannu.koivisto@phys.jyu.fi
arto.lassila@phys.jyu.fi
jaana.k.kumpulainen@jyu.fi
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Bertram Blank, CEN Bordeaux-Gradignan
Bo Cederwall, KTH Stockholm
Fadi Ibrahim, IPN Orsay
Gerda Neyens, KU Leuven (Chair)
Dario Vretenar, Zagreb
Phil Walker, Surrey
Mikael Sandzelius, Scientific Secretary (JYFL)
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